GLY113-->ASP can restore activity to the ASP51-->SER mutant in the melibiose carrier of Escherichia coli.
ASP51 in the putative membrane-spanning helix 2 of the melibiose carrier of Escherichia coli was replaced by SER. This mutation caused failure of the cell to transport melibiose and failure to ferment melibiose on indicator plates. A melibiose-positive revertant was isolated from these plates and was found to have two additional mutations, GLY113-->ASP (in helix 4) and PHE16-->LEU (in helix 1). The double mutant ASP51-->SER/GLY113-->ASP was constructed and showed accumulation of melibiose. On the other hand ASP51-->SER/PHE16-->LEU showed no activity. It is concluded that the new carboxyl group at position 113 compensates for the loss of the carboxyl group at position 51.